INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
UNIVERSAL BAR TOWING MIRROR KIT
CIPA PART NUMBER #11980

INSTALLATION PREPARATION

A) Universal Bar Towing Mirror Kit, Part #11980 will be fully assembled right out of the box. To install on vehicle, first loosen both adjustable clamps by turning Clamp Tightening Knob (Fig. A & B) on each clamp counter-clockwise until the clamps are fully open.

B) Loosen Clamp Position Tightening Screw (Fig. B) on each clamp using the 5mm Hex-Head Allen Wrench (Included in Box) which will allow proper positioning/adjustment of clamps along the Extension Bar (Fig. B).

NOTE: 5mm Hex Head Allen Wrench is required for clamp position adjustment (Included in Box).

INSTALLATION

A) To properly install Universal Bar Towing Mirror Kit on your vehicle, make sure that the Upper Adjustable Rubber Clamp Pad (Fig. A) is above the top lip of the vehicle rearview mirror housing, and the Lower Clamp Pad is below the mirror housing (Fig. C). The Lower Clamp Pad will slide easily between the mirror housing and the actual mirror face without damaging either one.

B) Slide clamps along Extension Bar until desired placement is achieved. Tighten clamps to vehicle mirror housing by turning Clamp Tightening Knobs clockwise until tight. Use 5mm Hex-Head Allen Wrench to tighten Clamp Position Tightening Screws and secure clamps in position on the Extension Bar.

C) Adjust Extension Bar length by loosening the Extension Bar Tightening Bolt (Fig. D), and firmly pull on the extension bar to extend mirror head away from vehicle.

NOTE: The Extension Bar will only extend to a certain distance. Do not try to force the extension bar to extend beyond its range. Damage may result to the extension bar.

D) Loosen Mirror Head Tightening Knob (Fig. E). Get in vehicle and assume normal driving position. Position mirror head to give you maximum rearview visibility and tighten Mirror Head Tightening Knob. The Universal Bar Towing Mirror Kit is now installed and ready for use.

Changing Vehicle Sides

NOTE: The Universal Bar Towing Mirror Kit comes fully assembled in the Left Hand Driver Side configuration only. To easily change the Mirror Kit to the Right Hand Passenger Side, perform the following functions:

With the Mirror off the vehicle, Use the 5mm Hex-Head Allen Wrench to loosen the Clamp Position Tightening Screws on both clamps. Slide the clamps off the end of the Extension Bar. Rotate the clamps 180° and slide them back onto the Extension Bar. This will reverse the direction of the clamps and the mirror will be ready for Right-Side Installation.

PARTS LIST

1 - Universal Bar Towing Mirror Kit (Fully Assembled)
1 - 5mm Hex-Head Allen Wrench
1 - Instruction Sheet